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1. Introduction 
5 S ribosomal RNA has exhibited a remarkable 
stability during evolution. It is the smallest molecule 
which spans the gap, although not in a completely 
straightforward manner [l] , between the procaryotes 
and eucaryotes. The architecture of this RNA, perhaps 
more so than tRNA, may be typical of the larger ribo- 
somal RNAs and even RNAs in general. 5 S RNA 
contains base pairing, single stranded stretches and 
regions of both RNA-protein [2, 31, and RNA-RNA 
interactions [4, 51. Sequencing investigations should 
ultimately illuminate the general principles behind 5 S 
RNA structure and its relationship to function. 
Already comparative sequence studies have convinc- 
ingly shown (1) the presence of a base paired region 
the existence of which had previously been speculative 
at best, and (2) the important relation between 
environmental conditions and primary sequence [6]. 
Further inquiry of this type should be fruitful if the 
choice of brganisms is judiciously made. 
As a preliminary to our work pancreatic and Tl 
RNase oligonucleotide catalogs were developed for 
several Bacilli 5 S RNAs. Of these organisms Bucillus 
megaterium was selected for sequencing since its 
potential for yielding information seemed greater than 
* To whom requents for reprints should be sent. 
that of the other organisms considered. Now that 
this sequence is available, it is possible to construct 
by analogy, complete or nearly complete sequences 
of these other Bacilli. Such a procedure will allow a 
family analysis similar to that which has been made 
for the Enteric group [7]. These results will be 
reported elsewhere [8]. 
2. Materials and methods 
32 P-labelled 5 S RNA was prepared from Bacillus 
megutzrium KM (obtained from J. T. Wachsman, 
University of Illinois) as described previously [9]. The 
sequence was derived by established methods [6, lo] 
based on two-dimensional paper electrophoresis. 
Purified 5 S RNA was digested to completion with 
pancreatic RNase or with RNase Tl . The digestion 
products were fingerprinted and the resulting oligo- 
nucleotides sequenced by secondary and tertiary 
procedures utilizing pancreatic, Tl or UZ RNase [ 111. 
In order to obtain larger oligonucleotides and thus 
create sufficient overlaps to obtain the sequence, par- 
tial digestions with Tl or UZ RNase were performed 
[6,10]. The resulting fragments were again separated 
by two dimensional electrophoresis using an ‘extended 
resolution’ second dimension [6,11] and sequenced 
by conventional means [6,10]. The details of these 
procedures appear elsewhere [ 81. 
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Fig. 1. Nucleotide sequence of B. meguterium (upper) with points of comparison to the published B. stearothermophilus sequence 
(below). The unsequenced portions of latter have been arranged to maximum homology. 
3. Results and discussion 
The complete sequence of B. megaterium 5 S RNA 
is shown in fig. 1. This sequence is clearly related to 
that of B. stearothermophilis 5 S RNA, but differs 
from the latter by at least twenty-three base replace- 
ments and is three nucleotides shorter in overall length 
[ 121. How much of this represents ‘fortuitous’ 
evolutionary variation, how much represents adapta- 
tion to a thermophilic vs mesophilic niche, and how 
much represents mere experimental error remains to 
be determined. 
Three interesting insights provided by the B. mega- 
terium 5 S RNA sequences are: (1) The sequence -
UGGGGUCUCCCCA-oftheEntericand 
Pseudomonad 5 S RNAs [7,10,13] which is believed 
to form a tight (i.e. three base) hairpin loop is here 
replaced by - G G G A C U U U G U C C C - which 
is substantially different in primary sequence but is 
still able to form such a loop. Thus it is virtually 
certain that this loop is present in at least one func- 
tionally meaningful conformation of the procaryotic 
5 S RNA molecule. (2) This is the first procaryotic 
sequence to show any variation whatever, in what are 
here positions 66-78. The oligonucleotide - C G C C 
A A U G G U A G U - found here has one base 
change from the normal - C G C C G A U G G U A 
G U. (3) The ten base pairs of the ‘stalk’ region of the 
molecule include three contiguous G-U base pairs. 
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